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Impeccable taste! Step inside the
£11.7m London home of an interior
designer with stained glass windows
and herringbone flooring
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Semi-detached house in London's St John's Wood is for sale for £11.7m
The exquisite property belongs to an international interior designer of 21 years
Late Georgian house has stained glassed windows and a 135ft garden
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Have you ever wondered what the home of an international interior designer looks
like?
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This semi-detached house in London's affluent St John's Wood provides the
opportunity to do just that.

DON'T MISS: PROPERTY

It is currently for sale for £11.7million and the property advertising online shows a
unique and beautifully crafted home.
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This semi-detached house in London's affluent St John's Wood is for sale for £11.7million
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The interior has been beautifully designed, reflecting the current owner who is an
'international interior designer'

The property is called Sunny Side and is a late Georgian house - which is more than
180 years old - with early Victorian additions.
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It is set behind secure gates on Langford Place, in the heart of St John's Wood, with
off-street parking and a 135ft garden at the rear.
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This room has stained glass windows, comfortable seating and vines hanging from the ceiling
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The entrance hallway has large tiled flooring while the spacious dining room seats eight
people

Inside, the seven-bedroom property has retained many period features, as well of
plenty of new ones.
It boasts a butler pantry with a wet bar, a main bedroom suite and a wine cellar.
There is also a brightly coloured room with stained glass windows and vines hanging
from the ceiling.
The property entrance is up some steps to a double red front door, next to which sits
the stained glass windows.
There is a hallway with large tiled flooring and arched doorways, while the main
living room has a large ornate fireplace surround and herringbone patterned wood
flooring.
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View gallery
$7,600

The kitchen has a large window, light coloured units with contrasting dark worktops and a
central island
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This seating area is a entertaining space to relax and unwind with family and friends

$22,500
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The artwork throughout the property, includes pieces in the hallway and dining room
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The property has seven bedrooms including this one with a statue and draped curtains

The dining room seats eight and also has a fireplace, along with a large statute at the
floor to ceiling sash window.
Meanwhile, one of the bedrooms also features a statue, as well light draped curtains
and designer lighting.
The property is being sold by estate agents Ian Green Residential who declined to
reveal the name of the owner, only revealing that they are an 'international interior
designer'.
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This bedroom has space for two twin bedrooms and has been creatively designed
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This bathroom has a roll top bath that sits beneath a sash window with a view of outdoors

Sunny Side has good access to public transport, with St Johns Wood underground
station and Paddington Station nearby.
The property is also close to several schools, including the American School and
Arnold House prep school.
The average price of a property sold in St John's Wood during the past year is
£2,180,470, according to property website Zoopla.
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The London property boasts a 135ft garden that includes a lawn area and mature planting

+14
View gallery

There is a pathway leading to a covered seating area, that is surround by plants and trees
Read more:
www.zoopla.co.uk...

Share or comment on this article: Step inside the £11.7m London home of an
interior designer that is for sale on Zoopla
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Euphoria star Sydney Sweeney, 24,
is forced to deny 'absurd' claims
her mom's 60th 'hoedown' birthday
in Spokane was a 'political
statement'...
'You guys this is wild. An innocent celebration for my
moms milestone 60th birthday has turned into an
absurd political statement, which was...
1k comments

1 video

Trump-backed Republican
Pennsylvania candidate Doug
Mastriano pictured in Confederate
military uniform in Army War
College staff photo -...
Army War College faculty had reportedly been given
the option to dress as historical figures. The vast
majority chose to dress in normal...
606 comments

1 video

Buffalo Bills RELEASE punter Matt
Araiza, 22, in wake of gang rape
allegations by a 17-year-old as
general manager Brandon Beane
fronts up...
The Buffalos Bills have announced the release of
rookie punter Matt Araiza. Araiza has been accused
along with two others of gang raping a...
187 comments

1 video

US Army colonel is branded a

US Army colonel is branded a
MURDERER by ex-special forces
for condemning four bus-loads of
300 ORPHANS, Americans and
Christians to death...
A US Army colonel is being slammed as a murderer
for turning away four bus-loads of Americans, friendly
Afghans, and 300 orphans during the...
566 comments

2 videos

House Democrat suggests Biden's
student loan plan IGNORES
Americans 'getting crushed with
inflation': Rep. Tim Ryan says
'telling everybody...
Ryan's concerns appear to overlap with Republicanled criticism that questions why blue collar Americans
like truck drivers should have...
comments

1 video

'I'm 45, there's a lot of s*** going
on!': Tom Brady stays coy on why
he left the Bucs training camp for
11 days - despite rumors saying
he...
Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback Tom Brady
found a remained coy with reporters on Saturday
when asked about his recent 11 day absence from...
308 comments

1 video

Mickey Mantle's 'most iconic postwar card in the world' sells for
record $12.6MILLION - making it the
most expensive sports item of...
It destroyed the previously held record by over $5m,
set earlier this month for a T206 Honus Wagner
graded SGC 2. Just two weeks ago the...
28 comments

Infamous NYC 'grifter' roommate is
FINALLY evicted from West Village
apartment three years after she
moved in, terrorized owner and ranup...
Kate Gladstone, an infamous grifter in NYC who
squatted for months in apartment, has finally been
evicted from her West Village following a...
325 comments

'Vain' Kourtney Kardashian is
criticized after daughter Penelope,
10, stars in TikTok MAKEUP tutorial
Penelope put on concealer and then blended it
before adding lip gloss, eye shadow and mascara in
the clip, which has since been taken down...
667 comments

3 videos

Ex-Arizona cop is charged with
manslaughter for shooting
wheelchair-bound 'shoplifter', 61,
NINE TIMES and killing him outside

NINE TIMES and killing him outside
Lowes store...
Ryan Remington, 32, a former Tucson, Arizona
police officer who gunned down a wheelchair-bound
man suspected of stealing a toolbox from...
838 comments

2 videos
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Shop Now
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The New 2023 Hyundai Palisade Is Nearly Unrecognizable
2023 Hyundai Palisade SUV

'It's like his nan knitted it for this
event!' F1 fans pour scorn on Lewis
Hamilton's latest look as he steps
out resembling a tea cosy in a...
The fashion conscious Formula One ace bore a
striking resemblance to a knitted tea cosy courtesy of
his designer balaclava as he surveyed...
954 comments

1 video

Lewis Hamilton is branded an
'IDIOT' who 'only knows how to
drive and start in first' by Fernando
Alonso after Brit apologises for
causing...
Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton has crashed out of
the Belgian Grand Prix in the first lap.
28 comments

Max Verstappen storms to Belgian
GP win despite starting in 14th after contrite Lewis Hamilton was
branded an 'IDIOT' by Fernando
Alonso...
Red Bull's Max Verstappen joins seven drivers
starting from the back of the grid at the Belgium GP
while Lewis Hamilton attempts to overcome...
27 comments

Jennifer Lopez is spoon fed by
obliging husband Ben Affleck as
the newly married couple dine alfresco before sharing a kiss during
endless...
The actor and director cheerfully spoon-fed a clearly
peckish Jennifer while enjoying an al-fresco meal on
Italy's picturesque Lake Como,...
487 comments

2 videos

Youthful-looking skin is within
reach of everyone: This skincare

reach of everyone: This skincare
brand founded by doctors contains
ingredients to awaken dormant
cells for a...
SHOPPING: DefenAge skincare is founded by
doctors of regenerative medicine, who discovered
Defensins can naturally awaken dormant skin cells...
4 comments

Want to make your living space
more cozy and extra classy?
Amazon shoppers say this weaved
Turkish rug brings instant style to
their sitting...
SHOPPING: The Artistic Weavers Janine Vintage
medallion area rug is a thick, durable pile that's been
woven in Turkey. Originally $565 on...
4 comments

Too tight to teach? Parents slam
New Jersey elementary school
teacher 'Miss Education' for
Instagramming her extremely tight
work outfits...
A curvy New Jersey school teacher slammed for
posting social media photos of herself in the
classroom in figure-hugging outfits is calling...
1.2k comments

1 video

'Redact this!': Donald Trump Jr.
posts bizarre, censored photo of
father's crotch to mock DOJs
heavily redacted release of
affidavit...
Trump Jr., 44, responded to the news by posting a
photo of his father golfing with a black bar to censor
the former president's crotch area.
1.5k comments

2 videos

Federal judge gives notice of her
'intent' to grant Trump a Special
Master to review former president's
privilege claims over seized...
Judge Aileen Cannon issued a 'preliminary order'
Saturday and told the Justice Department to respond
with a 'more detailed' receipt of what...
1.2k comments

2 videos

Disney is making RECORD profits
from fewer visitors: Magic Kingdom
has introduced new charges and
ramped up costs with visitors
forced to...
Since reopening in April of last year, the company
has made a host of changes to its parks in Florida
and California, nixing perks and...
811 comments
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4 Sisters Took Same Picture for 40 Years (Take a Look at the Last One)
Bored Pepper

25 Movies That Are Basically Perfect
NewArena

GOP Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene
says woke mob is trying to get
police to 'MURDER' her by swatting
her twice at her home after she
spoke out...
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene was targeted again by a
'swatting' call last week and spoke about the incident,
which came from someone angry...
317 comments

Conspiracy theorist Alex Jones
accused of hiding millions in
assets while claiming bankruptcy in
a bid to avoid compensating
families of...
The families of the Sandy Hook massacre allege that
Alex Jones is hiding assets to avoid paying the
millions of dollars he owes them from...
534 comments

2 videos

Bus loads of migrants arrive in the
Big Apple from Texas, as city
officials condemn Texas Governor
Greg Abbott's plan as 'inhumane'
Migrants from Texas are arriving by the busload in
the Big Apple, as part of Texas Governor Greg
Abbott's plan amid a growing feud between...
6 comments

Florida sex offender, 85, is arrested
'for offering to give mother
$100,000 for her DAUGHTER, 8, at a
supermarket then telling cops
who...
Hellmuth Kolb, an 85-year-old registered sex
offender, offered a mother $100,000 to but her
daughter according to police, and was previously...
466 comments

'People wouldn't let their pet suffer
this': Terminally-ill Connecticut
grandma who's suing Vermont over
rule banning visitors from it's...
A cancer-stricken Connecticut grandma who's suing
Vermont to let use its assisted dying laws says she
was inspired to do so after watching...
79 comments

The day Diana eavesdropped on
Charles as he told Camilla on the
phone 'I'll always love you':

phone 'I'll always love you':
Princess's searing account of a
sham marriage...
Diana was just 16 and home from boarding school
when she met Prince Charles for the first time in
1977. In shocking tapes for Andrew Morton,...
1.8k comments

2 videos

Sunday best! Royals including
Prince Charles, Prince Edward and
Lady Louise head to traditional
church service during family break
at...
Prince Charles and Prince Edward and Lady Louise who were driven by Princess Anne's husband, Sir
Tim Laurence - made their way to Crathie...
201 comments

3 videos

Warring princes William and Harry
'will NOT mark 25th anniversary of
Diana's death together - in public
OR private'
The Duke of Cambridge, 40, and the Duke of
Sussex, 37, have agreed to end public
commemorations and will instead remember their
mother with...
2.2k comments

1 video

Beatrice and Eugenie 'BEGGED
Charles to let shamed Andrew back
in from the cold': Future king
'rebutted pleas of princesses and
Duke of York...
The Duke of York, 62, saw his royal career and in
disgrace when he paid millions of pounds in an outof-court settlement to his sex abuse...
652 comments

1 video

Brian Laundrie 'swung at Gabby
Petito with a CLOSED fist' during
fight in Wyoming weeks before her
death, new witness claims
Chandler, who only went by his first name, 26, said
he was stopped at a red light near Moonflower when
he noticed Brian Laundrie, 23, swing...
325 comments

3 videos
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